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资者交易策略 2 种基本方法。 
本文首先根据影响市场情绪的指标中选取成交量、换手率、市盈率、波动率、











































    China's stock market has a history of 20 years. But compared with the western 
developed financial markets, it has just begun. Considering the foreign investment 
environment and trader investment preferences, the introduction of the vision in the 
interpretation of market sentiment index is significant for emerging stock markets, the 
domestic stock market index is relatively simple, sentiment index will expand investor 
decision-making reference and open a broad space for the financial derivatives 
investment. As a branch of behavioral finance research, Sentiment index has got a 
wide range of foreign attention and study. Such as the JPMorgan investor confidence 
index, State Street Investor Confidence Index, Shih Hsin University in Taiwan stock 
investor sentiment index, VIX investment panic index. At present, the domestic 
research has just started, the limitation of index selection restricted the sentiment 
index research and there is no reference of actual index for trader to make investment 
decision. 
    Grey System GM (1.1) model has been widely used in predicting stock trends, In 
the process of constant development and supplement, combination model has become 
a key research direction which combined the sentiment index with Gray system 
prediction model, the research on the sentiment index for stock market forecast and 
the study combined average investment theory on offering investors trading strategy 
are the two methons of this thesis. 
    In this paper, Firstly, according to the six emotional indicators such as selected 
volume, index of market sentiment in the exchange rate, the price-earnings ratio, 
volatility, stock fund positions and ADL, take the CSI 300 as the subject, build a 
integrated market sentiment index in the simulation of sub-component analysis. 
Secondly, combined the theory of stock market averages, end up with the method 
relies on the sentiment index investment strategy, Based on the investment strategy, 
empirical analysis the sentiment index effect on investor’s returns. At last, on the basis 
of the gray prediction model GM (1.1), Empirical Analysis the validity and accuracy 















showed that using the sentiment index to predict the stock market is effective and 
accurate, It can bring more revenue to the stable long-term value investors. 
    With the accelerated pace of China's financial industry, the new investment 
environment of multi-index, multi-reference will appear together with the other 
financial derivatives, this study enrich the application of sentiment index in the stock 
market, bring a new way of thinking for sentiment index research. provide an useful 
supplement to the analysis of the traditional stock market indicators 
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我国股市从 1984 年提出构建资本市场构想开始，到 1990 年上海和深圳证券
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